An novel approach to automatic hoverfly species discrimination based on detection and extraction of vein junctions in wing venation patterns of insects is presented in the paper. The dataset used in our experiments consists of high resolution microscopic wing images of several hoverfly species collected over a relatively long period of time at different geographic locations. Junctions are detected using histograms of oriented gradients and local binary patterns features. The features are used to train an SVM classifier to detect junctions in wing images. Once the junctions are identified they are used to extract simple statistics concerning the distances of these points from the centroid. Such simple features can be used to achieve automatic discrimination of four selected hoverfly species, using a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network classifier. The proposed approach achieves classification accuracy of environ 71%.
INTRODUCTION
Classification, measurement and monitoring of insects form an important part of many biodiversity and evolutionary scientific studies (Houle et al., 2003) , (Arbuckle et al., 2001) , (Larios et al., 2008) . Their aim is usually to identify presence and variation of some characteristic insect or its properties that could be used as a starting point for further analysis. The technical problem that researchers are facing is a very large number of species, their variety, and a shortage of available experts that are able to categorize and examine specimens in the field. Due to these circumstances, there is a constant need for automation and speed up of this time consuming process. Application of computer vision and its methods provides accurate and relatively inexpensive solutions when applicable, as it is in the case of different flying insects (Houle et al., 2003) , (MacLeod, 2007) , (Arbuckle et al., 2001) , (Zhou et al., 1985) . Some of these insects are pollinators that play a great role in nature and are of particular interest for scientists as important indicator species. Their wings are one of the most frequent discriminating characteristics considered (MacLeod, 2007) and can be used standalone or as a key characteristic for insect classification (Arbuckle et al., 2001) . Unlike some other body parts, wings are also particularly suitable for automatic processing (Tofilski, 2008) . The process can be aimed at species identification and classification, or form the basis of further morphometric analyses once the classification to specific taxonomy is done.
Discriminative information that allows flying insects classification may be contained in wing shape (Rohlf and Archie, 1984) , but in most cases it is contained in the relative positions of vein junctions inside wing that mostly define unique wing venation patterns (Houle et al., 2003) , (MacLeod, 2007) , (Tofilski, 2008) , (Arbuckle et al., 2001) , (Zhou et al., 1985) . Wing venation patterns are the result of specific evolutionary adaptations over a long period of time and are influenced by many different factors (Thompson, 1945) . As such, they are relatively stable and can successfully describe and represent small differences between very similar species and taxons, what is not always possible using only wing shape. Another useful property is that they are not affected significantly by the current living conditions, present in some specific natural environment, when compared to some other wing properties such as colour or pigmentation. This makes them a good choice for reliable and robust species discrimination and measurement. The advantage of using venation patterns is also that patterns of previously collected wing specimens do not change with the pass of time, as some other wing features, so they are suitable for later, off-field analyses. Discrimination of species in the past was based on descriptive methods that proved to be insufficient and were replaced by morphometric methods (Tofilski, 2008) . These methods rely on geometric measures like angles and distances in the case of standard morphometry or coordinates of key points called landmarks, that could be also used for computing angles and distances, in the case of more recent geometric morphometrics. In wing-based discrimination each landmark point represents a unique vein junction that is previously determined. Manually determined landmarks require skilled operator and are prone to errors, so automatic detection of landmark points is always preferred.
Most state-of-the-art systems for insect classification contain, in addition to equipment for specimens handling, components for image acquisition and analysis that enable extraction of specific discriminative information to base specimen classification on. Main differences between the systems relate to the type of information they look for and the way it is obtained from image. Some are designed to perform recognition tasks in uncontrolled environments with variability in position and orientation of objects (Larios et al., 2008) , and other work under controlled conditions (Tofilski, 2008) , (Arbuckle et al., 2001) . Unfortunately they are usually not general in their application.
Methods for automatic detection of vein junctions in wing venation of insects are usually based on similar computer vision techniques. They generally consist of several preprocessing steps that include image registration, wing segmentation, noise removal and contrast enhancement. In order to extract lines that define wing venation pattern, edge detection, adaptive thresholding, morphological filtering, skeleton extraction, pruning and interpolation are often applied in next stage. Thus, the landmark points corresponding to vein junctions are found (Houle et al., 2003) , (MacLeod, 2007) or a polynomial model of whole venation pattern is made on the base of line junctions and intersections (Houle et al., 2003) , (Arbuckle et al., 2001) , (Zhou et al., 1985) . In both cases, the main prerequisite is to obtain an image that contains only wing outline and wing venation skeleton. That may be easier to achieve if the light source is precisely aligned during the image acquisition phase so that it produces uniform background (MacLeod, 2007) , or when it is allowed to use additional colour information as in the case of leaf venation patterns (Zheng and Wang, 2009 ), but it is not always the case. Some of the possible reasons are noisy and damaged images due to dust, pigmentation, different wing sizes, image acquisition or bad specimen handling. Another obstacle is that at each processing stage there are numerous choices and different solutions that are in most cases problem-dependent. As a result, currently available systems and algorithms are very specialized and contain different problem specific adaptations.
The goal of the research presented here is to develop an automated flying insects identification system based on wing venation patterns, primarily intended for hoverflies, family Syrphidae. The paper presents an approach to hoverfly species discrimination based on a novel method for automatic detection of landmark points in wing venation of insects. Instead of using problem-dependent algorithms for wing venation skeleton extraction, we propose the use of a machine learning algorithm trained on a vein junctions dataset extracted by human-experts from real-world images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the dataset and the landmark-points detection method used. The proposed hoverfly-species-discrimination methodology is presented in Section 3. Evaluation results are given in Section 4 and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
LANDMARK POINTS DETECTION
The proposed method for landmark point (vein junctions) detection consists of computing specific, window based features (Ojala et al., 1996) , (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) , , which describe presence of textures and edges in window, and subsequent classification of these windows as junctions (positives) or not-junctions (negatives) using detector obtained by some supervised machine learning technique.
Wing Images Dataset
The set of wing images used in the study presented consists of high-resolution microscopic wing images of several hoverfly species. There are 868 wing images of eleven hoverfly species from two different genera: Chrysotoxum and Melanostroma, Table 1 . Wings were collected from many different geographic locations during a relatively long period of time of more than two decades. Wing images are obtained from wings mounted in glass microscopic slides using a microscopic device with a camera resolution 2880×1550 pixels and stored in TIFF format. Each image is uniquely numbered and sorted to the group it belongs. Association of each wing with a particular species is based on classification of the insect at the time it was collected and before wings were detached. This classification was done after examination by an experienced expert. The images themselves were acquired later by biologist under relatively uncontrolled conditions of nonuniform background light and variable scene configuration without previous camera calibration. In that sense, obtained images are not particularly suitable for exact measurements.
Other shortcomings that occur in the dataset, are result of variable wing specimens quality, damaged or bad mounted wings, existence of artifacts, variable wing positions and dust. In order to overcome these limitations and make these images amenable to automatic hoverfly species discrimination, they were preprocessed. The preprocessing consisted of image rotation to a unified horizontal position, wing cropping and scaling. Cropping eliminates unnecessary background containing artifacts. After the calculation of mean width and height of all cropped images, they were interpolated to the same size of 1680×672 pixels using bicubic interpolation. Wing images obtained on this way form the final wing-image dataset used for sliding-window detector training, its performance evaluation and subsequent hoverfly species discrimination. Number of images per species is not uniform, Table 1 , so only four species with significant number of images are selected for later discrimination based on detected landmark points, Fig.1 . These four species relate to 774 images and belong to both genera of the Syrphidae family.
Training/Test Set
In order to analyze applicability and efficiency of the proposed methodology when it comes to the problem of landmark-point detection, special vein junctions training/test set was created from collected wing images. It consists of characteristic wing regions (patches) that correspond to vein junctions and randomly selected patches, negatives without vein junctions. From each wing image 18 uniquely numbered positive patches, shown on Fig. 1 , were manually extracted and saved using specially created application. In the case of severely damaged wings there were damaged or missing landmarks that were not selected. As a result, the total number of positives is slightly smaller than expected and the training/test set with 15590 positives and 22466 manually selected negatives was created. During detector evaluation some of the selected landmarks (landmarks numbered 0 and 1 on Fig. 1 ) prove to be not descriptive enough to properly and reliably describe wing vein junctions, although they were firstly marked as a landmarks, so they were discarded from further analysis. Reason is their grater variability due to specific position, which in combination with relatively small dataset makes their detection and even proper selection during training phase harder. After discarding these landmarks the final training/test set containing 13868 positives from all available hoverfly wing images was obtained. The created set was then used for detailed study of various implementation choices on detector performance.
Landmark-point Detector
Discriminative descriptors of vein junctions that are used in the proposed landmark-point detector are HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) and LBP (Local Binary Pattern). They were first proposed in (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) and (Ojala et al., 1996) . In order to determine and compare their performance and evalutate the impact of different sets of pertinent parameters, they were considered separately and combined as described in detail in .
When it comes to HOG, a feature vector consisting of a number of discrete histograms of image gradient orientation (Dalal and Triggs, 2005 ) is employed. Discrete histograms are computed over small rectangular spatial regions, called cells, that are obtained by subdivision of the main window. The first step in the histogram computation is gradient discretization, done for each pixel in two closest allowed bins. Before computing discrete histograms for each cell, 2-D CTI filtering described in ) is applied. As suggested in (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) , before the construction of the final feature vector, histogram values are locally normalized by accumulating histograms over somewhat larger overlapping spatial regions, called blocks, using the L 2 norm. These values, representing normalized values of several spatially adjacent discrete histograms, are than serially written, block by block, to form the final HOG feature vector.
Vector length and the dimensionality of corresponding feature space depend on the choice of parameters that define window, cell and block size, block overlapping and a number of allowed discrete histogram values (orientation bins). We used nine bins evenly spaced over 0 • -180
• , a 64 × 64 detection window, blocks containing 2 × 2 cells and block overlapping width one cell wide. In order to measure detector performance different cell sizes (8, 16 and 32 pixels) were used. As a result, depending on cell size, possible dimensions of HOG feature vectors are: 1764 (hog8), 324 (hog16) and 36 (hog32). Fig. 2 . shows the sample HOG feature of a junction (landmark point).
An LBP feature describes local structure of the pixel values in a grayscale image. It is computed for every pixel by comparing its value P C with the values of all surrounding pixels P i , using a predefined rule. The rule defines the neighbourhood, its geometry and the way of comparing pixel values. Results of comparisons are written as binary code that represents a particular pattern in the local neighbourhood of the pixel considered. As a measure for comparing pixel values we used quantized difference between (a) hog8
Figure 2: Illustration of HOG feature extraction on the example of vein junction from training/test set using different cell sizes (8, 16, and 32 pixels respectively).
surrounding and central pixel values. If we denote quantized pixel difference value with a(·), a binary pattern LBP n,r that describes texture is:
where n denotes number of neighbouring pixels in the radius r that are compared with the central pixel. Rectangular neighbourhood geometry with surrounding pixels at unit distance, 16 × 16 cells and the same window size as in the case of HOG were used. Under LBP feature, obtained for each analyzed window, we assume feature vector consisting of values that represent several discrete histograms of LBP codes. Histograms are computed separately for each cell in a window, by counting LBP codes previously calculated for all cell pixels. Histogram values are normalized using L 1 norm without any overlap between the cells. Of particular interest are only uniform LBP codes ) that are represented as separate values in the histogram. Uniform codes LBP u n,r are those having no more than u 0-1 or 1-0 transitions. All other codes are grouped in one class, corresponding to the last histogram value. For the purpose of vein junctions extraction we used 58 uniform LBP 2 8,1 codes. As a result dimensionality of the LBP feature space is 944.
Combined feature vectors are formed by appending LBP feature vector at the end of HOG feature vector as described in ). Both HOG and LBP feature vectors were used separately and in all combinations in order to measure their window based performance on the training/test set using the same classifier. Performance comparison was made using linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier that has good generalization properties and ability to cope with small number of samples in the case of high feature space dimensionality (Vapnik, 2000) .
Feature extraction was implemented in C++ using OpenCV library (Bradski and Kaehler, 2007) . Detector performance testing was done in the machinelearning package Weka (Hall et al., 2009) using Lib-SVM library (Chang and Lin, 2001) , which contains an implementation of an SVM classifier. In all cases classifier performance was measured using 10 fold cross-validation. Cross-validated window level results in terms of true positives and false positives rates on training/test set are shown on Fig. 3 .
Usage of HOG and LBP features as descriptors of vein junctions shows acceptable results with miss rate smaller than 3% in most cases. When used separately LBP feature gives better result than HOG feature. HOG feature with 32 pixels cell size is too coarse to properly describe vein junction in the middle of the window, because in this case window contains only 4 cells. On the other hand the smallest cell size of 8 pixels gave best result among HOG features. As can be seen from the Fig. 3 . combined features are best in the sense of performance but are more memory and time demanding during the training phase. Nevertheless, shown results were motivation for the construction of vein junctions sliding window detector.
As a result combined HOG-LBP feature with the cell size of 16 pixels was selected as the best choice for automatic hoverfly species discrimination based on sliding window landmarks detection.
SPECIES DISCRIMINATION
Automatic hoverfly species discrimination was limited only to four selected hoverfly species from the wing-image dataset with sufficient number of instances. The discrimaination is based on the output of the automatic detection of vein junctions described in Section 2. Vein-junction detection is done using a sliding window to search through the image and the detector described in Section 2. For better performance nonlinear SVM classifier implemented in (Bradski and Kaehler, 2007 ) is used. Its optimal parameters are determined through exponential parameter grid search using 10 fold cross-validation on whole training/test set. Once the optimal values of the parameters are determined, the train/test dataset is used to train the final detector. The constructed detector goes through the wing image and returns discrete responses indicating whether a vein junction is present or not in current window. The same size of the sliding window step is used for both image dimensions. In the case of a detection, window center coordinates corresponding to possible vein junction are stored together with classifiers soft response value. This value describes how far from separating hyperplane defined by support vectors, the current feature vector is, or how trustworthy the detectors decision is. This soft information is later used to improve the precision of landmark detections.
Due to multiple detections of the same vein joint, additional postprocessing of obtained detections is needed, once the detector finishes searching through the image. The postprocessig consists of point clusterization, Fig. 4 , and subsequent computation of each clusters centroid using previously obtained detectors soft response values. Clusterization is based on the iterative algorithm that searches through the remaining detections that have not yet been associated with some existing cluster until all detections are assigned to some cluster. It uses a distance criterion based on the sliding window step size and initializes clusters with existing unassociated detections. Once the clusterization is completed, the centroid of each cluster is determined as weighted average of all detections inside the cluster. In order to use the soft response values as weighting factors, these values are normalized on the level of cluster using L 1 norm so that they correspond to probabilities of true vein junc- However there is no guarantee that these automatic detections contain all expected landmark points, or that there are no false detections. The reasons for this can be damaged wings, presence of artifacts, etc. Consequently, fixed length feature vectors, which would be based on obtained automatic detections, are not an appropriate choice for image classification. Therefore, we propose an approach that is not sensitive to number of detected landmark points. A feature vector consisting of landmark points centroid, average Euclidean distance of landmark points from centroid, median of these distances and their standard deviation around average is constructed. A common property of these measures is that they, as descriptive statistics, do not depend significantly on the number of landmark points used for their computation and are also rotational invariant. Under the assumption that they are discriminative enough to distinguish different hoverfly species and do not change significantly inside the same species, they are used as part of feature vector that describes particular wing image. As a result dimensionality of used feature space is only five. In order to eliminate possible false detections only landmark points that originate from clusters with more than two detections are used. Automatic discrimination of four selected hoverfly species is then made using Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) neural network classifier with single hidden layer consisting of 4 neurons implemented in (Hall et al., 2009) , Table 3 .
RESULTS
The performance of automatic landmarks detection using different sliding window step sizes was analyzed.
Step sizes of 8, 16 and 32 pixels were used and different degrees of landmark detections per image were achieved. Using the sliding window with largest step size is significantly faster than the alternatives, but with the smallest number of detected landmarks per image and most imprecise due to the absence of multiple detections. The highest detection accuracy was achieved using the smallest step size, so this detector was selected to serve as basis for species classification using MLP. Classifier results, obtained using 10 fold cross-validation, are given in Table 2 and 3. Classification accuracy of 70.4% was achieved. These results confirm the applicability of proposed approach in the sense that used features, based on obtained automatic detections, enable very high discrimination between two genera inside the same family, Table 3 . Usage of same species dicrimination approach with ground-truth landmark data instead of automatic landmark detections gave accuracy of 74.6% correctly classified instances.
CONCLUSIONS
Systems for automatic insects classification are usually designed for field use. Therefore it is desirable that they are robust and as general as possible. At present time image based systems are considered as the preferred choice comparing to some other alternatives, like DNA analysis. An image processing approach to hoverfly species discrimination presented in this paper shows good results on the collected wingimage dataset. Its advantage is that it is based on proposed robust method for the detection of landmark points in wing venation of insects that can cope with different image imperfections, Fig. 4 . Simple rotation-invariant features chosen for later wing classification are one possible solution for the problem of unpredictable number of automatic detections and proved to be discriminative enough to distinguish correctly between two different hoverfly genera and to a lesser extent, the species that comprise them. As such, it could be used as a first step in a construction of a more complex cascade classifier that would incorporate extra information from the image and from the obtained landmark points to achieve more precise classification on the species level.
